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Boffin & Fundi are innovative,
they go the extra mile and are
focused in terms of genuinely
wanting to solve our problems.
- Project Manager EMM
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Often regarded as the transportation
hub of South Africa due to its network of
road, air, railway and telecommunication
infrastructures, the Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan Municipality (EMM) was
established in 2000 from the unification
of the then two existing regional entities
- Kyalami Metropolitan and the Eastern
Gauteng Services (EGS).
Today EMM forms the local government
of the East Rand region of Gauteng,
South Africa and comprises of nine towns
specifically Alberton, Benoni, Boksburg,
Brakpan, Edenvale, Germiston, Kempton
Park, Nigel and Springs.
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The population of
EMM is just over
3 million people
and over 1 million
households.

Macro Scene Setting
As a region, Ekurhuleni, which means ‘place of peace’
in Tsonga, accounts for almost a third of the National
Gross Domestic Product and boasts an economy which
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The Challenge

Having examined the EMM’s vision further,

Boffin & Fundi could group
the challenges accordingly:

Based on extensive experience in municipalities throughout
Southern Africa, in October 2015 the EMM engaged with
Boffin & Fundi, a progressive consultancy who have
based their solutions towards IT, engineering and revenue
optimization around their trusted, smart innovative
solutions, to form a collaborative relationship which would
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see them supporting the EMM in their vision to develop and
deliver smart systems and processes around two critical
areas; credit control management and meter reading
management. More specifically, the EMM wanted solutions
which would assist them in improving accuracy of water
meter reading, advancing efficiencies in credit control
management across the municipal service delivery
value chain, reducing revenue leakage, maximising and
optimizing billing and collection for chargeable services
rendered by the Municipality, improving the Municipality’s
revenue recovery and outlook, all whilst improving
customer-focused service delivery.
While the functions of meter reading and credit control had
always been an in-house process of the EMM, the merging
of nine councils meant added pressure, limited capacity
and the need for an intermediary to support meter reading
service providers and disconnection contractors. Key to the
success of achieving these objectives would be creating
appropriate and streamlined solutions, developing an
inclusive and collaborative process which would empower
the EMM in the future and deploying these processes whilst
engaging with external contractors.
Working closely with the EMM, Boffin & Fundi would need
to assess what proficiencies within the Municipality were

Having worked extensively in various municipal regions

working, what needed to be refined and what needed to

within South Africa and relying on their ‘on-the-ground’

be repaired. A key challenge for the EMM was the migration

experience and superior in-house developed technology,

from manual to automated processes and reporting as

Boffin & Fundi were able to break down these challenges

well as contractor management and change management,

into their simplest forms, and, working in partnership with

specifically focussed on understanding, adopting and

EMM, were able to set out on a path towards addressing

embracing new processes. A third challenge stemming from

these challenges and designing solutions wh ich would

these initial challenges was the need to improve the quality

allow them to achieve their vision of delivering superior,

of their customer databases and improve the

citizen-centric and technologically advanced solutions

brand of the EMM.

to the communities within which they operate.
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Boffin & Fundi set out
establishing themselves as the
link between EMM and the
specific contractors.
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Solutions
and Impact
Boffin & Fundi’s approach has always been grounded in
evidence-based solutions which create value for their clients
and the broader community within which they operate. Having
identified the key areas which required assistance,
Boffin & Fundi set out establishing themselves as the link
between EMM and the specific contractors responsible for
meter reading, disconnections and reconnections. Furthermore,
Boffin & Fundi were also able to implement a smart innovative
technologically driven strategy which has resulted in a valuebased feedback mechanism for customer care.

Credit Control
Management and Meter
Reading Management
Critical to the EMM’s credit control process is revenue
optimization for services rendered. Utilizing their experience
from previous credit control management projects,
Boffin & Fundi established and deployed custom built
systems and a re-engineered process which have
empowered the EMM in managing the entire municipal
revenue value-chain. This solution involved a combination of
client-centric training as well as a streamlined process which
considers the dire need for quality assurance involved in
meter reading, disconnections, reconnections and final notice
delivery. Whilst the EMM itself shared a forward-thinking
vision with Boffin & Fundi for a tech-savvy, smart city, the key
challenge lay with the contractors and the transition from a
manual and paper-based system, which was time consuming
and offered little accountability, to an electronic system that
provided transparency, oversite and efficiency.
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Boffin & Fundi were able to develop a
customized dashboard which allows
the EMM to receive automated
reports thus eliminating the need for
field workers to continue the dated
process of physically recording
meter readings.

It was therefore critical to the credit control and meter
reading management process that Boffin & Fundi, acting
as the middle man, managed contractors and their
proficiencies when out in the field. Acknowledging that
credit control is central to the success of all municipalities,
Boffin & Fundi evaluated the systems already in place
within EMM and, after conducting various workshops and
information sharing sessions with relevant stakeholders,
decided that the current system required refinement, as
well as the addition of a new technology based platform.
This platform has acted as a quantifiable measurement tool
for the EMM and the community they serve; by enhancing
the systems already in place within the Municipality.
Boffin & Fundi were able to develop a customized
dashboard which allows the EMM to receive automated
reports thus eliminating the need for field workers to
continue the dated process of physically recording
meter readings. It has also provided value information in
terms of presenting customers with proof of their meter
reading and confirmation, thanks to digital imagery, that a
field worker was at the correct location on a specific date.
In a similar vein, this technology has also assisted field
workers in their task of accurate disconnections. The overall
impact Boffin & Fundi’s smart, innovative and proprietary
technology and consulting advice has had on this process
is overwhelming with the EMM now being able to work
smarter, clearly view the output of field contractors, and
receive detailed and increasingly more accurate information
- all at the click of a button.
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Contractor Change
Management
Customization, quality and proprietary technology comes
standard with all Boffin & Fundi solutions. However,
it’s the human element which, arguably, adds a unique
element to the projects in which Boffin & Fundi
are involved. Having moved all meter reading and

Boffin & Fundi identify areas of concern

disconnection functions to contractors, to optimise
resources and efficiencies, it was imperative to the EMM
that for this to work, contractors would not only need to
be trained appropriately on the new technology they had

Gain leadership buy-in

adopted as an organization, but buy into their vison to be
a leading world-class municipality.
Change affects all business and communities but it’s
the effective management thereof which determines
the winning edge. Whilst research indicates that for the

Develop educational & transformative
workshops for field workers & EMM

majority of change initiatives, only 54% are successful,
Boffin & Fundi, having worked extensively in this
discipline, have found that gaining leadership buy-in from
the start, as well as building a collaborative approach

Outcomes

which is rational and emotional in nature, leads to
successful change management processes.
Already having support from the EMM with regards to this
specific project, Boffin & Fundi were half-way to achieving
their goal but acknowledged that even if the various
senior managers, within the contractor management
providers, understood the need to move away from
manual processes and adopt automated systems, the
real need lay in understanding the needs and concerns
of the field workers. Working in collaboration with
these various individuals, Boffin & Fundi set out on an
educational and transformative journey which has seen

Collaborative

Rational

Emotionally
Intuitive

a large percentage of field contractors understanding,
adopting and embracing the function that technological
devices and processes have in their day-to-day operations.
Educational workshops and continuous skills development
programmes were rolled out and implemented by
Boffin & Fundi, where the result was positive for not only
EMM and the field workers but for the communities

Educational Approach

in which they serve.
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Customer Care

Boffin & Fundi, working with
the EMM, set out to define
what elements drive
customer satisfaction.
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Credit control management and meter reading

One such action was the implementation of an automated

management are two critical cogs in the wheel of a well-

reconnection system and feedback mechanism to clients.

run municipality, the overarching theme which connects

Instead of waiting for their services to be reconnected and

them is that of customer care and brand perception.

going through the arduous task of phoning the call centre

Although a mission and vision are necessary, what’s more

or waiting in a queue, Boffin & Fundi implemented an add-

pivotal is having a municipal structure which can provide

on service which would allow customers of the EMM to

the opportunities in which citizens and businesses can

receive automated SMS notifications when their services

fulfil their potential. As a municipality, EMM recognized

had been reconnected as well as the option to rate the

the need to create intelligent processes and procedures

services of the EMM. Not only has this aided in improved

which would not only streamline their functions but also

brand perception of the EMM being a tech-savvy entity,

create a good story to which their customers could relate.

but it also solved one critical area for the municipality -

Recognizing that citizens are empowered, committed to

database enrichment. Previously customers were reticent

specific issues and demand evidence before believing,

to provide accurate details or update their account

Boffin & Fundi, working with the EMM, set out to define

information but with the incentive to have their services

what elements drive customer satisfaction. The result was

automatically reconnected and receive notifications,

fine-tuning the Municipalities current processes which

provided the Municipality has the correct account details,

would elevate their status within the metropole and provide

the EMM has seen an influx of customers updating their

all the necessary requirements demanded by the residents.

account records.
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Conclusion
Live & Learn
Working in partnership with the EMM, Boffin & Fundi have
co-developed a solution which has allowed them to engage
in collaborative forward-thinking idea generation which
in turn has seen the Municipality moving towards a smart
city of the future. As a municipality, EMM has recognized
the need to implement original and evidence-based
solutions which skillfully leverage off the ideas within
the municipality itself and Boffin & Fundi as a partner.
This amalgamation of organized intelligence has resulted
in streamlined processes, improved knowledge and skills
development and a return on investment in people and
property which measures outcomes as opposed to inputs.
By working side by side, and acting as a facilitator,
Boffin & Fundi acknowledge that the streamlined
and innovated processes and procedures they have
implemented within the EMM’s specific areas of concern are
founded on a common vision which has is evidence based
and more importantly, put into action.

Key Quotes:
A select few of the key
quotes from the EMM
in response to their

“They (Boffin & Fundi) are innovative,
the go the extra mile and are focused in
terms of genuinely wanting to solve our
problems” - Project Manager EMM

“We (EMM) didn’t have the technology
or the understanding of it nor the ability
to project manage the programme, so
having Boffin & Fundi come in is a value
to us as an organization.”
– Area Manager EMM
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collaboration with
Boffin & Fundi.

“We believe that having outsourced this
project (to Boffin & Fundi) has helped us
greatly… we have seen a drastic change.”
- Project Manager EMM
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